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Research Questions 

How can brains extract, aggregate and learn structure from complex 

environments in ways computers cannot even approach?  

     Brain 

  Body and 

Environment 

Unsupervised learning 

in sensor-motor loops?  

Encoding/transformation 

of sensor information?  

Function of ongoing and 

oscillatory neural activity?  
Memory models with  

structural and synaptic 

plasticity?  

How do brain regions communicate?  

Computations during 

memory retrieval?  



Talk Outline    

Information-theoretic analysis of retinal gamma 

oscillations 

 

Extracting behavioral information from hippocampal 

theta oscillations 

 

Dictionary learning on subsampled recording data 



Observations of intrinsic neural oscillations 

 
1875         R. Caton reports sensory evoked responses and continuous spontaneous activity  

         from the brain surface 

 

1890         Beck finds in rabbits and dogs rhythmic oscillations altered by light 

 

1920  Forbes records from the brain with tube amplifier  

 

1932  Hans Berger applies Fourier Analysis to EEG signals 

 

1960th Gamma oscillations spontaneous and evoked in single cell recordings 

                 (retina and LGN) 

 

1989         Eckhorn, Gray & Singer: Oscillations proposed for feature binding in V1 

                 (von der Malsburg, 1981) 

 

2000th Desimone, Fries: Oscillations important for top-down processing attentional 

                 modulation  
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In-vivo patch clamp recordings 

 

	



Timing of EPSPs and spikes 

 

Receptive      ISI histograms    Crosscorellogram 

   fields           (spike at t=0) 

Raster plots: 20 repeats of movie (5 sec window)   



Transmission of periodic spike  

train structure by thalamic neurons 

LGN spikes phase coupled to retinal oscillations: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Koepsell et al. Frontiers Neuroscience 2009, 2010 

Oscillatory spike train models: Koepsell & Sommer, Biol Cybern. 2008 

Further, the small amounts of line power detectable in the raw signal of some recordings

were found not to a eδct the t iming of detected synapt ic events and spikes: ýltering out the

line signal left the event t imes unchanged.

Figure 1: Modulat ion of spiking in a thalamic relay cell by a reference signal ext racted from

the ret inal inputs (adapted from [KWV+ 09]). (A) Raster plot of thalamic spikes (red bars)

overlaid on the oscillatory reference signal (i.e. ýltered ret inal EPSPs, blue t race). (B)

Histogram of preferred phase of spiking approximates a von Mises dist ribut ion. Inset : von

Mises dist ribut ions for di eδrent concent rat ion parameters. (C) T ime course of spiking upon

st imulus presentat ion (red), and after de-j it tering the oscillat ion phase (blue).

3.2 Spike-t r igger ed dist r ibut ions of t he r efer ence signal

It has been common in the literature to assess the spike triggered dist ribut ions of the phases

of reference signals [KWV+ 09, OR93]. Analogous to the spike-t riggered phase histogram

in Fig. 1B, one can also form the spike-t riggered histogram of the complex analyt ic signal

(Fig. 2A). We use a complex Gaussian toýt the spike-condit ional dist ribut ion

p(Z = z | X = 1) =
1

ᶋdet(P0)
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(zīw0 ) = CGZ = z (w0, P0) (5)

Note that the exponent in equat ion (5) is real if P0 is Hermit ian, that is: P0,i j = P0,j i . We

rest rict the Gaussian to be circular-symmetric, that is, with zero pseudo-covariance, which

provides sat isfactory ýts (See Fig. 2A-B for the one-dimensional case) and simpliýes the

ensuing analysis [NM93].

The Gaussian ýt s of the raw and the spike-t riggered dist ribut ions (Fig. 2B) are able to

capture the st ructure of the empirical dist ribut ions (Fig. 2A) quite well. Further, Fig.

2C demonstrates that the empirical spike-t riggered phase dist ribut ion (blue line) is well ýt

by the marginal of the complex Gaussian, in fact , more accurately than by a von Mises

dist ribut ion (i.e. circular Gaussian2):

M (ű; ,Õ) = e cos(űīÕ) / I 0( ) (6)

2Not to be confused with circular-symmet ric Gaussian, which are deýned in complex space,

circular Gaussians are dist ribut ions in phase, over the range [īᶋ,ᶋ].
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Measuring information between 

spikes and oscillatory signals 

Mutual information between spikes and oscillatory signal? 

Agarwal & Sommer, 2012 In Spike timing, Mechanisms and Functions 

Eds. PM DiLorenzo & JD Victor, CRC Press 

  Gautam Agarwal 

now Champalimaud   
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Fitting the spike-triggered distribution  

of the signal with a complex Gaussian 

Figure 2: Fit t ing the correlat ion between the analyt ic reference signal and spikes for the one-

dimensional case. A) Dist ribut ionsof raw ensemble(p(Z ), black) and STE (p(Z |X = 1), red)

of the analyt ic signal in the complex plane. B) Complex circular-symmetric Gaussian ýt s of

raw ensemble and STE. Rest rict ing theýt to be circular-symmetric results in a dist ribut ion

that is isot ropic in the complex plane. (C) The spike-t riggered phase dist ribut ion (blue),

ýt with von Mises dist ribut ion (green) and with marginal of complex Gaussian (red) from

equat ion (9).

with I 0 the modiýed Bessel funct ion of zeroth order, which has been commonly used in the

past toýt spike-t riggered phase dist ribut ions, e.g., [KWV+ 09].

3.3 A ut or egr essive models of t he r efer ence signal

A periodic referencesignal containsautocorrelat ionsand thusa seriesof spikesphase-coupled

to it will convey redundant informat ion. This redundancy must be accounted for when est i-

mat ing the informat ion content of a single spike. For the example cell in Fig. 1, the empirical

phase dist ribut ion stays peaked following a spike, only gradually broadening (Fig. 3A). In

consequence, subsequent spikes convey less informat ion about the state of the reference sig-

nal than they would if this dist ribut ion quickly dissipated. To take this eδ ect into account ,

one has to model the oscillatory autocorrelat ion of the reference signal, which we choose to

do using an autoregressive (AR) model [Jon80].

The reference signal, represented as a discrete-t ime analyt ic signal, isýt ted by an AR(p)

process

zt = Aztī1 + u t (7)

with zt := (zt , ztī1, ...ztīp)T , A a companion matrix with theýt ted autoregressive coeffi-

cients and u a circular-symmetric Gaussian variable with covariance matrix Q (i.e. sampled

from the dist ribut ion described in (5)). AR coefficients and Q were est imated using the

Burg method [Bur67]. To calculate the p-dimensional spike-t riggered average and spike-

t riggered covariance of the analyt ic signal for a cell, the p values leading up to each spike

were tabulated, and their mean and covariance computed. AR models of di eδrent orders p

were compared in order to ýnd one that provides a good ýt of the data, while result ing in
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Autoregressive model based on spikes 

ARMA model for the signal given the spike history (Jonas 1980): 

Figure 4: Est imat ing the variance of the analyt ic signal after a spike as a funct ion of the

interval I SI since the spike. A) When a spike is observed (black bars), the AR est imate of

the reference signal is updated by the spike-t riggered average. This est imate is propagated

through the AR model but gradually diverges from the actual signal. B) The variance of the

analyt ic signal increases following a spike, and is best approximated by of the AR(3) model.

(C) The informat ion (eq. 12) provided by a spike following di eδrent inter-spike intervals

(ISIôs), as measured by the KL divergence of the empirical dist ribut ion (blue), or the AR(3)

model (red), from the STE. Dashed line indicates average informat ion per spike. Darker

green st rips in the background mark ISIôs where more spikes fall.

a previous method [KWV+ 09] does not account for this redundancy. The core idea of

the current approach is to est imate condi tional mutual information rather than mutual

informat ion as has become the standard for est imat ing informat ion rates about st imuli

[RWvSB99, BT99]. The new approach relies on a combinat ion of autoregressive modeling

of the reference signal with the est imat ion of condit ional informat ion. Speciýcally, the

AR model generates an evolving est imate of the signalôs prior dist ribut ion that extends

through the periods where no spike is observed. The condit ional mutual informat ion is then

computed as the averaged Bayesian surprise [IB05] between the spike-t riggered dist ribut ion

and the prior dist ribut ion, over all ISIs.

As an example, we use the new method to invest igate spikes and synapt ic inputs detected

from whole cell recordings in the LGN. The t iming of synapt ic inputs is inþuenced by ret i-

nal gamma oscillat ions. Previous work had shown that spikes carry signiýcant informat ion
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p(z|spike_history) » p(z|T)



Conditional mutual information 

(Cover & Thomas 1980; Dobrushin 1959): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           = 1.7 bits/spike 

             (stimulus information = 0.46 bits/spike) 

 

In neuroscience, CMT often referred to as Transfer Entropy (Schreiber, 2000)  
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In neuroscience, CMT often referred to as Transfer Entropy (Schreiber, 2000)  
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Theta oscillations in hippocampus 

  Gautam Agarwal 

now Champalimaud   

Redwood Center    Buzsaki lab, NYU  

    Ian Stevenson 

now U. Connecticut   



Place cells 

Place cells in hippocampus during rat navigation 

  

 

 

 

Nontopographic arrangement of neurons  



Place cell receptive fields 

(2D open field) 



Theta rhythm 

Phase precession of place cell spikes 

Vanderwolf 1969: Theta in hippocampal EEG predictable  

by voluntary behavior -  running, jumping, bar-pressing 


